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PROGRESS CHECK TWO: 3 Year Old Blank Questions

Child’s Name: __________________________________________________________________________ Date: _______________________

Test administered by:  _________________________________________________________________

 1. Put the picture of the kitchen scene in front of the child.

 2. Ask the child to look at the picture.

 3.  Ask the child the four questions and tick whether the response is adequate or inadequate.

 4. Add the total scores at the bottom of the page.

1. (Level 1) Show me the chair.

Tick Child’s response:

Adequate response Points to the chair.

Inadequate response Does not point to the chair.

2. (Level 1) What is this? (point to the sun)

Tick Child’s response:

Adequate response The sun.

Inadequate response I don’t know; a star; a picture; a light; that thing that is up and the sky.

3. (Level 2) What is the mother doing?

Tick Child’s response:

Adequate response Holding a cake; getting the cake there; holding the cake with those things; 
getting the hot cake;  holding the hot thing.

Inadequate response She is getting that; putting that thing on there; a cake; smiling; gonna put it 
there. (points to the oven)

4. (Level 2) What do we use this for? (point to the spoon)

Tick Child’s response:

Adequate response For mixing; for mixing the cake; for eating; to mix the mixture in the bowl; 
to stir in the bowl; for eating; for having our food.

Inadequate response It’s holding it there; it’s there; for that what the boy is doing; for the cake.

 Summary: Level 1  / 2
  Level 2  / 2

Test Questions
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